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Unknown Stones 

Spruce Gill Boulders 
 
Climbs - 20 
Altitude 330m 
Faces  North 
 
Other condition info: 

A small outcrop 

situated high on 

Masham Moor. The 

venue faces north 

and includes a 

few boulders across a 

good range of grades but anyone operating around font 5 will not be disappointed. 

The rock is good and solid on the whole but a soft brush is advised to clean some 

scrittle from the holds. It is on open access land but can be subject to closures at 

certain times of the year. Developed by Steven Phelps but undoubtedly this 

place will have been known about by someone local but there are no known details, 

it is however wild bouldering at its best and although there is a limited amount to 

go at there are some good little problems. 
 

Parking and approach info: Take the road around Leighton Reservoir 

approached from Masham. Follow the main road past the turn off for Roundhill 

Reservoir up Pott Bank. At the top, park about 20 metres after the cattle grid on the 

left side of the road next to a footpath sign, do not park anywhere near the cattle 

grid. Cross the road and take the public footpath north following the wall 

around Grimes Gill Farm, then across Grimes Gill itself passing a small pond and 

up through two black gates and through a ford. Carry on along the main track until 

it heads off left at another black gate, go through this and follow the wall to the 

boulders. A pleasant 30 minutes from the car. 
 

The first problems are on the 

obvious perched boulder, it is 

fairly high compared to the 

others close by. 
 

Perched Stone 
The first 3 problems are climbed 

without use of the ledge. 

 

1. Induction 3  

Climb the left edge. 
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2. Perched Wall 5  

The centre of the wall. Hang a 

high crimp and pop for the top. 

The SDS is 5+. 

 

There are a couple of eliminates 

based around the rib problem. 

 

Perch Pockets 6a 

SDS RH in slot. Up leftwards 

using small pocket. Avoid the 

jug! Not on diagram. 

 

3. Perched Rib 5  

The central rib. Use a convenient 

foot block underneath and a right 

hand nodule to pop for the 

fantastic jug. 

 

Nailed to the Perch 6a+ * 

SDS. Pull up to LH on nodule 

and gain left end of shelf. Feet up 

and gain the top. 

 

4. Release 5+* 

From sitting, undercut up to a 

sloping shelf. Sort the feet 

out and pop for the top to finish. 

 

5. Disillusion 5  

From sitting again, undercut up 

to the right edge and follow past 

a break to finish. 

 

Perch Traverse 6a * 

From L rib to finish at Disillusion. 

 

The next boulder is just below the 

edge of the moor next to the wall. 

 

 

 

 

 

Wall Boulder 
1. Perfect Motion 5*  

The far left side of the wall 

direct on thin crimps.  

 

2. Fuddle 4+* 

Start from an obvious foot ledge. 

Climb direct to the apex of 

the arête. 

 

3. The Upper Hand 4+  

Climb the left side of the arête. 

Finish as for Fuddle. 

 

4. Broken Thoughts 5*  

Starting from the arête, move up 

to the blunt flake and finish up 

the left side of the slab without 

the arête. The SDS from the flake 

under the roof is 7a ** but would 

benefit from a further brush. 

 

5. Hunting High and Low 6c+** 

Sit start from the obvious flake. 

Move up the front face on crimps 

and slopers. Also good from 

standing which is 5+. 

 

The right arête is best left alone to 

avoid any damage to the wall.  
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Spruce Slab 
1. Spruce Arête - Left Side 4 

The slabby left side of the arête. 

 

2. Spruce Arête 4*  

The left arête throughout. 

 

3. Space Between 4+*  

Just right without the arête. 

 

4. Sanctuary 5*  

Start just right. Climb direct 

finishing left of the highest point. 

 

5. Red Zone 5+*  

Start at the right side of the slab. 

Climb direct on crimps and high 

sidepulls.  

 

6. Affinity 4  

The right side of the slab. Gain 

the good foot ledge, then make a 

long reach for the top. Harder for 

the short. A variation can be 

made by gaining the ledge before 

reaching out to the arête and 

cutting loose at 4+. 

 

7. Right Arête 5  

Start from sitting at the good 

ledge hold. Climb the arête on its 

right side past a flake. 

 

There's a possible eliminate just 

right avoiding the arêtes at the 

start. 

 

8. Rough Arête 5+* From sitting, 

climb the back arête on its 

left side. Rockover rightwards 

near the top. 

 

9. Spruce 

Traverse 4+ Start 

at the left arête. 

Traverse the slab 

rightwards 

finishing up 

Affinity. 
 


